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ABSTRACT 

A hydromechanical theory is developed for cycloidal propel

lers for two limiting modes of operation whe rein U » r2R and 

U « rlR, with U the rectilinear propeller speed (speed of advance) 

and rlR the rotational blade speed. A first order theory is developed 

from the basic principles of the kinematics and dynamics of fluid 

motion and proceeds from the point of view of unsteady h ydroioil 

theory . 

Explicit expressions for the instantaneous forces and momeJ:").ts 

produced by blade motions are presented. On the basis of these 

results an optimization procedure is carried out which minimizes 

the energy los s under the constraint of specified mean thrust. Under 

optimal conditions the propeller is found to possess high Froude ef

ficiencies in both the high and low speed modes of propulsion. This 

efficiency is defined as the ratio of the average useful work obtained 

during one cycle of propeller operation to the average power input 

required to sustain the motion of the propeller during the cycle. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A cycloidal propeller is a propulsiv e device that consists of a 

number of high-aspect-r atio blades of uniform cross section which 

revolve in a circular orbit about a central axis while th e axis moves in 

a transverse direction in for ward motion. T~e blades are placed at 

regular intervals along a disc of radius R and are permitted to pitch 

about a spanwise blade axis. These blades are typically of airfoil 

shape, usually without camber. They m ay terminate at one or both 

spanwise ~nds by an end plate perpendicular to the propeller axis. 

See Fig. I . 

Owing .to the features that the b l ades have a high-aspect-ratio 

and constant cross sections and particularly in the case when the end 

plates are present, a two dimensional analysis in the plane transv erse 

to the central axis is expected to provide a good approximat ion to the 

quantitative results. The simplest cas e of a single bladed cycloidal 

propeller is consider ed but the results may be extrapolated to · m.ulti-

bladed systems provided the number of blades is limited to the extent 

that the mutual interference between the blades is small and can be 

neglected·. This lirnitin~ case corresponds to the situation when the 

chord of the blades is small compar ed to the gap between consecutive 

blades, or more specifi~ally, when Nc « 2rrR, where N is the numbe r 

of blades, e ach havi ng chord c. 

Cycloidal propelle r s are lift oriented propulsive devices ·which 

derive their versatility from judicious selections of blade attitude 
' 

relative to their t r ajectory. They a r e not to be confused with the 
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AA Central axis BB Blade axes 

Fig . 1 Sche;matic representation of a cycloidal p ropelle r. When 
the central axis experiences an angular velocity 0 then ea~h blade 
will respond with a speed OR relative to the axis. 

•, 
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inefficient drag oriented propellers which fall into the paddle wheel 

category. 

The purpose of this study is to present a consistent and unified 

hydromechanical theory for a general class of cycloidal propeller. A 

uniformly valid first order theory is developed from the basic prin

ciples of the kinematics and dynamics of fluid motion. The investiga

tion proceeds from the point of view of unsteady hydrofoil theory and 

adopts many of the ideas exemplified in T. Y. Wu1 s c urrent treatise 

on the hydromechanics of swimming propulsion[ 1 J. 

When the instantaneous forces and moments produced by blade 

motions are known, it becomes possible to optimize blade attitude on 

the basis of a number of desirable isoperimetric conditions. i\n 

optimization is carried through which minimizes the energy loss under 

the constraint of specified thrust . 

For purposes of the present investigation the blade speed :is 

assumed to be small enough to treat the fluid a-s incompres sibl~. The 

characteristic Reynolds number, based on the blade speed and the 

chord length, however, will be assumed to be large. The presence of 

a boundary layer along the blade surface is confined to a narrow region 

and further manifests itself ip. a thin wake region down stream of the 

trailing edge. The boundary layer proper is neglected and a free 

vortex sheet is taken to represent the effects of v iscosity in the wake. 

The problem thus is one of a potential flow. 

Previously the propeller based on this principle, or with fur

ther variations , has been employed in a low speed propulsion mode, · 

primarily on marine vehicles operating in restricted waters . Due to 
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the propeller's w ide range of thrust orientation, namely, over a 

complete 360° phase, ship maneuverability can be greatly enhanced . 

This feature may render the conventional rudder obsolete, thus pro-

viding simplifications in stern design. 

This paper deals with both the high and low speed modes of 
I 

propeller operation and presents the optimal blade motions which are 

associated with maximum Froude efficiencies quite near unity. A 

more detailed theory which accounts for three dimensionality, the 

mutual interaction between blades, and the effect experienced by a 

blade passing through a vortex sheet (shed by a preceding blade) would 

yield more accurate results . 

The wake crossing phenomenon is pertinent to the low speed 

mode of propulsion where presumably a gust situation woul d be en-

countered. Admittedly we neglect the wake crossing effect but we do 

so advisedly since the blade otherwise perceives a: uniformly quiescent 

field. A more crucial situation involves the distribution of vor ticity 

at the trailing edge of the blade and its effect on the thrust producing 

capabilities of the propeller. This vorticity is always present in the 

· immediate vicinity of the blade (except when the blade motion is such 

that the circulation about it remains constant) and the subs e quent 

theory takes this aspect into account . 

Some previous investigations (e. g. [ 4 ] , [ 5 ] ) of the cycloidal 

propeller have taken a quasi-static approch to this hydrodynami cal 

problem. Such a theory regards the forces and moments to be thC?.se · 

obtained as if the propeller travels in a steady state at the appropriate 
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instantaneous relative velocity. This approach altogether misses the 

unsteady contributions associated with the "virtual mass" and the 

"virtual moments of inertia" of the fluid, and, even more severely, 

the unsteady component of the singular leading - edge suction which may 

vary with the r educed frequency of the motion, and may become greater, 

by several orders of magnitude than its steady value. 

Other investigators (e.g. [ 6 .] , [ 7 ] ) have tried to extract the 

details of the blade motion from what amounts to a far field representa

tion of the flow . H ere the main idea is to vary a "bound vorticity 

function 11 i n such a manner that the energy loss is as small as pos sib'le 

under the constraint of specified mean thrust. Once the so-called 

11optimum bound vorticity f~nction11 is known,the blade attitudes are 

obtained by relating this function to the kinematic boundary condition 

on the blade . The proposition suffers the same fate as a quasi-static 

approach since the picture is blur red in the immediate vicinity of the 

blade . It is here where the interesting physics associated with the 

acceleration of fluid about the blade 1s leading edge, the fluid accelera

tions accompanying transverse blade motions and the distribution of 

vorticity at the trailing edge occurs . The literature on the subject is 

extensive . References [ 4 J through (1 0 J seem to be representative 

of the more recent work. 
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II. KINEMATICS OF THE MOTION 

1. Coordinate systems and qualitative descr iption of the flight path. 

A blade will traverse a cycloidal path relative to a frame of 

r e fer ence (~ , TJ) which is fixed with r espect to the undisturbed fluid 

and is i t s e lf a n inertial frame . We also define a "blade c oordinate 

system" (~ 1
, TJ 1

) with the origin fixed at the central axis of the p ropel-

ler and with the TJ 1 - axis passing th r ough the pitching - axis of a certain 

blade in question. Consequently in this translating and rotating frame 

of reference, the coordinates (~ 1
, TJ 1

) will desc r ibe the pitching motion 

of a blade relative to the £1 - axis. The pitching axis of the blade is 

along the positive TJ Laxis at a fixed distance R from t h e origin. Final-

ly we introduc e another frame of r efer ence termed the "body coordinate 

system" (x, y) w ith the o rig in at the blade pitching axis and with the 

x -axis c ontaining the blade c h ord (or the mean position of the blade 

chord). We denote the uni t base vector s as s o ciated with the three co -

ordinate systems, ~. ~~ . and x by 

ively. See Fig. 2 . 

-e., e .1 

-1 - 1 
and e. {i = 1 , 2) respect

-1 

The cycloidal path is achieved if one observes f r om the inertial 

frame the blade 1 s motion due to the combined action of a constant 

angular velocity n a nd a steady rectilinear speed U of the central 

axis. However , the cycloidal path assumes quite different appear-

ances depending upon the relative sizes of the two char acteristic 

propeller velocities U and n R . For example, if the rectilinear 

velocity U i s large compared w ith the rotational ve locity f2R the n 

the blade trajectory is very nearly sinusoidal, resembling the 
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Fig. 2 (Illustration of the inertial coordinate system (s, T'J ), blade 
COOrdinate system (s I, 11 I) and body COOrdinate SyStem (x , y) Where 
th e central axis is assumed to have a constant angular velocity r2 and 
a constant translational speed U i n the negative £-direction. The 

time dependenc e of A. and w are specified in § 2) . 
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oscillatory path traversed by a fish tail when the creature progresses 

in straight line flight. Formally, the curve is a cur tate cycloid. In 

the opposite case of i1R > U the blade path circulates about in an over-

lapping path called a prolate cycloid. 
~:~ 

When U = n R, the curve gen-

erated is called a common cycloid . 

2. Definition of the 11mean angular position 11
• 

Since the flight path is completely established upon fixing the 

rectilinear and rotational' velocities, the motion of the propeller is 

completely described when further given the angular orientation of a 

blade relative to its trajectory. The angular orientations of the other 

blades are then determined by the periodicity with respect to the refer-

ence blade. The angular velocity of the reference blade about its pitch-

ing axis is specified in accordance with the following requirement. 

First, a particular reference, state of operation is defined as one in 

which each blade follows its trajectory so that its chord is always 

tangential to the flight path at its mid-chord . We shall refer a propel-

ler to such a state by saying that it occupies a 11 mean angular position 11 

along its path. We can then prescribe the angular displacement, :\, 

of the blade and its angular ve locity, w, both referred to the 11 m ean 

angular position11 • 

tg(:\) 
-sine 

= (cos EJ+OR/U) ( l ) 

(2) 

* cf. Mathematics Dictionary edited by G. James and R. James, Van 
Nostrand Company , Inc. 
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where 8 = S1t and the dot ov er A. indicates diff erentia tion with respect 

to the time t. 

The velocity of the origin of the body syste m r e lative to the 

fixed inertial s y ste m can b e express e d as V = -V e , whe re e is the 
- -1 -1 

unit vector tangential to the f light path and V in fact becomes the 

rectilinear speed of the blade in its "mean angular position. 11 

1 

V = [ U 2 + (S1R)2 + 2Ur2Rcos 8]2 ( 3) 

Motions of a blade followi ng the prescription giv en by Eqs . ( 1), 

(2) l ead to far reach ing implications, since intuitiv ely , whe n a blad e .. 

exercises a "small" deviation (compared with the half chord length) 

away from its "mean angular position" it generates only "small11 p e r-

turbations in the surrounding fluid provided the curvature of the tra -

jectory is sufficiently mild. This notion is rigorized in § 5 and upon it 

rests the validity of a linearized approach to the hydrodynamical 

considerations. 

3. Trajectory e quations . 

In this section a parametric representation of the trajectory i s 

obtained. 

We let the position vector ~(t) follow the progr e ss of the blade 

{more precisely, its :nid-ch or d } in the fixed inertial sys tem as a 

function of time. If the prop e ller is assumed to be at rest for t < 0 

and for t > 0 to have a velocity V = (U + S1 X R), then at time t the 

location of the blade is g~ven by 
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t 

~(t) = s V(t' )dt' + ~2 R ( 4) 

0 

Vector x 
0

(t' ;t), defined as the difference between the position 

vector s at times t' and t, reads 

X (t 1 ;t) 
-o 

The interpretation of X 
- 0 

is obvi ous from Fig. 3. 

Resolving x into the body system components yields the 
-o 

desired parametric representation of the trajectory 

where 

t' c = - J V(t' )cos [ v(t' ;t)] dt' 

t 

=-S' 
t 

t' 

v(t' ;t) = S w(t' )dt 1 

t 

V(t' )sin [ v(t' ;t)] dt! 

(5) 

(6) 

( 7) 

(8) 

The curvature K of the flight path is easily calCulated fr?m 

(6), (7), and (8). Interestingly it takes the form of a ratio of the two 

velocities which characterize the blade motion in the "mean angular 

Positiontl . ·' 
1 w(t') 

K(t) = VW) (9) 
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.§.(t) 

R 

Fig. 3 ~0(t';t) ·= ~(t') - ~(t) traces a trajec_tory (p rolate cycloid) of 

the blade axis in the body s ys tem with t • as parameter. 

·. 



4. Boundary condition on the blade . 

The boundary condition on the blade relates the fluid velocity at 

the blade surface with the blade 1 s transverse motions. The spec ific 

connection is conveniently developed using the body system as refer-

ence . The velocity due to the relative motion between the inertial and 

body systems is 

c=V+wXx (I 0) 

where x (position vector in the body system) gives the location of the 

point whose velocity is desired. The absolute veloci ty of a fluid par• 

ticle is expressed in terms of the velocity as seen in the body system, 

~~ and the relative velocity c as 

(II) 

F or engineering purposes it is sufficie nt to repr e s ent the blade 

motion by the transv erse displacement of it s mean chord l ine y=h(x , t) 

w i th x and t ranging in intervals to be s p ecified later. Here, we 

shall neglect the secondary effects of blade thickness. To avoid a 

point of confusion the body f r ame is now b eing u sed as a reference to 

describe deviations of the blade away from its "me an angular position. 11 

Suppos e that y = h(x, t) is known. Then the blade 1 s normal a 
velocity (relative to the b ody frame) is given by 

- or h(x, t) 
and t his 

lv (h-y }l 

must be equal t o the normal velocity of the fluid (as se e n in the body 
"V(h-y) 

fr arne}, ~· n. Here n = ---- is the unit vector normal to 
I'V(h-y}l 

y = h(x, t}.- The equivalence of the two normal velocities · g ives a 
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statement of .the kinematic boun dary condition which may be written 

d oh 
dt (h-y) = at+ (~·Y')(h-y) = 0 on y = h(x, t) ( I2) 

The equation y = h(x, t) can also be given parametrically. 

With t 1 as parameter, (I2) assumes the form 

(on x=x(t';t), y=y(t;t)) (12') 

with w = (w , w) giv en in (II). 
1 z. 

5. The nature of the fluid disturbance. 

Consider the motion of a flexible body of negligible thickness 

which executes transverse motions a l ong an arbitrary flight path. If 

the flexible body fo r all times coincides with the flight path at all points 

along its entire body length then the body will in no way disturb the in-

viscid fluid . Since in potential flow there is no mechanism by which 

to t rans mit a shear stress , such a body essentially slips along i ts 

t raj ectory. The proof that no disturbance prevails follows f rom the 

boundary condition on the- flexible body, the state of th e flui d motion at 

infinity together with the ·inviscid irrotational nature of the flow. 

Instead of an arbitrary flight path we specialize for the rilo -

ment to the trajectory of Eqs . (6 ), (7). For t ' ranging in some in-

terval, we think of (6), (7) as describing the motion of a flexible body. 

Subst ituting in the kinematic condit ion (12 ') yields 

v/u = tg(v) (on ~ = X (t 1 ;t) , 
0 

y = y (t 1 ;t) ) 
0 

( 13) 

where u, v are the x, y components of the absolute velocity q and 
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v is given by (8). Equation (13) implies that the flow is everywhere 

tangential to the flexible body' surface, a fact which manifests itself 

in the linear dependence of the abs olute velocity components. 

The unit vector normal to the trajectory is 

n = sin v e - cos v e 
-1 -z 

Along the surface that defines the trajectory we have 

oqJ 
1'r":':'" = q • n = un + vn 
on -- 1 2. 

and use of (13} and (14) gives 

(on X= X (t 1;t), 
0 

y = y (t 1 ;t) ) 
0 

where qJ is the velocity potential such that ~ = '!._qJ . 

( 14) 

Initially the fluid is quiescent. Any subsequent disturbance is 

assumed to decay at infinity so that on a surface at infinity which joins 

the beginning of the trajectory with the end, we have 

on s 
00 

·The f i eld equation is the L aplacian 'VzqJ = 0, valid in a domain defined 

.by boundarie s upon which the normal de rivative of qJ vanishes. This 

is the clas sica! Neumann boundary value problem and by the unique-

ness theorem associated with it, ({I is at most a constant throughout 

the d omain . Therefore 9,_ = V ({I = 0 everywhere in the fluid and the 

proof is complete . 

Suppose instead of a flexible body we again consider y=h(x, t) 

as describing the unsteady motions of a rig:ld blade relative to its 

trajectory. If we confine our attention to only those traje·ctories 
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whose maximum curvature is small compared with the blade's half 

chord length 1, then small departures from the "mean angular posi 

tion" will impart only small disturbances to the fluid. In the present 

investigation the propeller geometry is normalized with respect to the 

half-chord. The radius R (a measure of the separation between the 

central axis and blade} is taken to be much greater than unity, a 

situation which is of practical interest. On this normalized basis, R » 1 

is representative of the particular propeller we have in mind. The 

foregoing geometric condition has important consequences and we 

state it explicitly, 

1 = 1 R»1 ( 15) 

Condition (15) implies that the blade in its "mean angular position" 

closely approximates the appropriate segment of the trajectory along 

all of its chord length provided the curvature K of the path is not too 

large. 

6 . Limiting cases for a small-perturbation theory . 

The subsequent analysis is valid only for small disturbances 

and consequently we must confine the blade motions accordingly. Two 

limiting cases of the trajectory are considered wher ein U » r2R (Case 

I} and r2R » U (Case II} . We exclude in the present investigation the 

case of U::: r2R · because there exist in this case isolated regions of 

large trajectory curvature. Apparently large scale disturbances are 

unavoidable at such places even when the rigid blade pursues its "mean 

angular position". However , over a major portion of a common 

cycloidal (or nearly common cycloidal} trajec t ory the analysis is 
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applicable. For Cases I, II (by (9), (I), (2), (3), (15)) the curvature 

of the flight path is everywhere small (i.e. K « I). 

Secondly we restrict the blade variations to y = h(x, t) « I. As 

a consequence, products of the velocity components (u, v) will be 

small c o tnpared wiln t h ose occurring linearly. In the hydrodynamical 
I 

development the former may be neglected in comparison with the lat-

ter and the absolute ve locity q is expected to be a small perturbation. 

Thus the investigation naturally centers around the consequences of 

small blade deviations away from its 11 mean position. 11 A further 

consequence of restricting the blade motions as we have done will be, 

come clear in the sequel. The situations of low hydromechanical ef-

ficiencies associated with separated flow (and characteristic of stall) 

are al~o bypassed. Stall is usually attributed to an excessive angle of 

attack relative to the incident flow, but as M. J. Lighthill points out, 
::~ 

this phenomena may equally well find its origin in an excessively large 

leading edge suction force . In unsteady thin airfoil theory the leading 

edge s~ction can become so large that the accelerated flow finds it 

impossible to negotiate the corner and subsequently separates. Lead-

ing edge suction has an inte r e sting role in the ensuing d evelopment and 

in this inviscid flow .theory its magnitude is determined and examined. 

Apparently nowhere does it exert an ove rbearing influence and we 

concluded that the degree of interplay between blade pitching and the 

blade path alone is insufficient to lead to a crucial situation concerning 

* See Ref. 3 §5-- speGifically pp . 298- 299. 
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this singular force, since the suction. force also depends on the reduced 

frequency of the motion. 

We conclude the section by quoting a form of the kinematical 

l;>oundary condition on the blade which will be most convenient for later 

use . Howe've r , before doing so, we list the essential steps employed 

in its derivation. 

(i) Start with the kinematic condition (12). 

(ii) Use the velocity expressions (1 0), (11) in (12 ). 

(iii) y = h(x, t) « 1 . The boundary condition may be applied on . 

(iv) Neglect products of small quantities. 
'· 

The resulting express ion for the component of the perturbation velocity 

normal to the blade is 

v (x, y, t) = ( :t + V ( t) i-) h (x, t) + w ( t )x (on y = tT , I x I < 1 , t > 0 ) 

( 16) 

~ is the normal velocity of the b l ade which results from the motion 

when the blade exercises a local t ime variation away from its "mean 

angular position. 11 The partial derivative it appearing in this term 

represents a time variation measured in the body frame and not in the 

inertial fraJ;ne . Suppose the blade assumes an attitude other than the 

"mean angular position•• as it glides along the traj ectory with speed V. 

Fluid is then pushed laterally by the blade at a rate equal to V(t) *. 
As a consequence of a curved flight path together with the rigidity of 

the blade, the blade communicates a disturbance even when it flies at 
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the "mean. angular position". This effect produces a normal velocity 

given by the w(t )x t e rm of ( 16). 
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III. A SMALL PERTURBATION FOR CYCLOIDAL PROPELLERS 

1. Development of the equation of motion. 

In an incompressible flow field devoid of external forces and 

internal viscosity, the principle of conservation of momentum leads to 

Euler 1s equation wherein the pressure gradient is balanced by the fluid 

acceleration, 

1 
a - ..:::._ 'Vp 

p -
(1 7) 

The equation is valid in any inertial frame . a, the apsolute accelera-

tion, measures the rate of change of q following a particle. Because 

of the incompressibility, the hydrodynamic pressure plays only a 

hydromechanical r ole. Finally , the del-operator ~ appearing is 
a 
ar· 

In the non-inertial body system the acceleration can be written 

as 

a 
'V= ax ( 18) 

a 
The term at g_ measures the instantaneous time v ariation of g_ with 

respect to the body system. The term 1/2 'V(g_•g_) = (s,.·'V)q is a con-

vective acceleration which arises due to spatial changes of q. The 

last term of (18 ), \7 (q • ~), can be decomposed into the sum of two 

acceleraticns, one of which is a convective acceleration (convected at 

the relative velocity ~)and the other a Coriolis acceleration (9:_ X w). 

Since the spatial derivatives o£ scalar quantities remain in-

variant under the transformation from the inertial to body system, the 

balance of pressure gradient with the fluid acceleration takes the 
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following form in the non-inertial body system 

o (I z } 1 1'S7" q+'V-q - q • c =- - Y'P 
ot - - 2 - -- p -

( 19) 

Again, to emphasize, all derivatives are performed in the body frame. 

Equation (19) and the continuity equation divq = 0 provide the equations 

of motion. 

Expressing the absolute velocity as the gradient of a scalar 

potential <p, it. becomes possible to obtain a first integral of (19 ). 

Upon absorbing an unessential arbitrary function of time into the 

velocity potential and neglecting the quadratic perturbation velocity 

term, (see Chapter II, § 6) the result of the integration reads 

(20) 

where ~. Prandtl' s acce leration potential, measures the variation 

of pressure from the h ydrostatic level 

~= 
p -p 

00 

p 

Equation (20) indicates that the momentum imparted to the 

fluid aris es from three sources, namely, 

( 21 ) 

(i) time varying blade motions relative to the "mean position" 

(ii) rectilinear b l ade motions 

(iii) angular blad~ motions . 

That pres sure variations arise from thr ee such mechanisms seems 

eminently reasonable . 

Operating on the line arized equation (20) with the Laplacian 
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operator 'V 2 andusingcurl s_=O and divs_=O yields 

'12 ~ = ~ +ill = 0. Therefore a function conjugate to the acceleration 
XX yy 

potential exists (call it w) such that the Cauchy-Riemann equations 

~ = w , ill =-\II are satis f i ed·. Since both the velocity and accele ration 
X y y X 

potentials are analytic functions , we expect the complex-variable theory 

to prove ve r y useful in the following development. Howev er, before 

pursuing a solution to the equations of motion , we pause to establish 

some ideas concerning the shedding of vorticity into the field and to 

develop some further properties of the acceleration potential. 

2 . Vorticity in the field . 

As we have already mentioned, the wake behind the blade is 

repr esented by a free vortex sheet. Mathematically, such a sheet is 

characterized by a surfac e across which the tangential velocity is dis -

continuous whereas all other physical quantities remain continuous. 

Specificalfy,a free vortex sheet can not support a pressure difference 

and should one be imposed, the sheet would reposition itself so as to 

eliminate that difference. 
I 

It is well k nown that vortex elements interact establishi ng a 

secondary flow phenomenon which acts to convect the vorticity from 

where it was o riginally located. In this work the blade speed is 

always :.-nuch gr·eater than any subsequent vor ticity displacement rate. 

Consequently we neglect the convection of vorticity. In addition, we 

take the vorticity to lie along that part of the trajectory which has been 

traversed by the projection of the blade's trailing edge . Hence, inso-

far as the distribution of vorticity is concerned, we are neglecting the 
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small wavy motions of the blade which are supe rposed on the flight 

path. 

The strength of the vortex sheet is tied in with the communica

tion of angular momentum to the fluid as a result of non-uniformities 

in blade motion. Commensurate with the addition of angular momen

tum due to blade unsteadiness is the appearance of vortex shedding at 

the trailing edge . The -production of vorticity represents a supply of 

angular momentum in the sense opposite to that which the fluid 

experiences as a result of non- uniform blade motion. This in turn 

becomes the necessary ingredient for the conservation of angular 

momentum . 

3. Continuity of F = <I> + i\lr across a free vortex sheet . 

Of particular interest to us is the behavior of the func tion con

jugate to the acceleration potential across the free vortex sheet. In 

fact the successful application of the t echnique employed in solving 

the equation of motion hinges on the continuity of ~ in the flow f ield . 

For this reason the fo llowing demonstration of its continuity is pre

sented. 

By physical r equirement the pressure is cont inuous across a 

free vortex sheet . Consequently, <I> i s unaware of the presence of 

free vorticity. (For this reason there is a definite advantage to work

ing with ~ as opposed to the ve locity potential which experiences a 

discontinuity across a vor.tex sheet). 

Since <I> is an analytic function it is not only continuous every

where in the flow field but further it is continuously differentiable 
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everywhere except across the bla de. Furthermore, since the conjugate 

function w is likewise an analytic function in the same domain as <I?, 

it too w ill remain contin':lous across a free vortex sheet. We define 

the complex acceleration potential by 

F(z, t) = <J?(x, y, t) + iw(x, y, t) (22} 

1 

where i = ( - 1 )2 is the imaginary unit and z = x + iy. We know that 

the function F remains continuous for all values of z = x + iy pro -

vided the region occupied by the blade is excluded. 

·. 
4 . Integration of the Euler Equation. 

The linearized .version of the equation of motion (19) may be 

cast into the following complex-variable form 

.iz F(z, t) =(it- + V(t) )w - iw(t) tlz (zw) ( 23) 

where w = u - iv is the complex -variable representation of the absolute 

velocity , ~· No confusion should arise with the vector w which has 

been used previously for a different purpose . 

Of the two velocit ies which directly characteriz e blade motion, 

V(t}, w(t}, the rectilinear speed V dominates the rotational blade 

speed wx; ( jxj < 1). Were this not the c ase, the -curvature of the 

flight path would no longer remain small. (Refer back to Chapter II, § 

6) . It is convenient to fashion (23) to reflect the relative roles of the 

characteristic blade velocities . We do so by introducing a new meas-

ure of time. Let T be a new 'time' variable (or more precisely the 

arc length traversed along the flight path in time t) such that 
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t 

T = T(t) = s V(t' )dt' 

0 

(24) 

Since V is assume d to be positiv e semi - definite, (24) provides a one to 

one mapping between t and T whose inverse t = t(T} exists and. is a 

well behaved monotonically increasing function. Regarding w and F 

as functions of z and the new v ariable T, we obtain from (23) upon 

multiplying with 1 /V(t) another form of the equation of motion. 

0°Z f(z, T) =( fr. + 0:} w(z, T) - iK(T} iz (zw ) (23 ') 

F(z, t) 
where f(z ;T) = V(t) has been introduced and K(T) = w(t(T)) is the 

V(t(T) ) 

curvature functi on (see (9) ) . Note that by normalizing the equation of 

motion on the bas e s of the rectilinear blade speed the term pertinent to 

the curvilinear motion is multiplied by a small coefficient which in fact 

is the curvature of the blade path . 

We solve (23') for w in terms of f b y the method of character-

is tics. The characteristic c u rve to this equation is obtained upon in-

tegrating 

~~ = B(z, T) = 1 - iK(T)z (25) 

With some manipulation the result of this integration may b e expres-

sed as 

-iv(T'·-r) 
z' = z'(-r';z, T) = [ z - z (-r';-r)] e ' 

0 
(26) 

where (z', T') is an arbitrary point of the z, T space and 
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T 

( 1) ( 
I ) • ( 1 ) s i v(T

1
;T)d 1 z

0
T;T =X

0
T;T + 1y 0 T ; T = e T 

Tl 

is the equation of the trajectory (6 ), (7) expressed as a complex-

function . v (7 1
; T) is the same ang le given in (8) but here expressed 

in the new time variables T, T 1
• For convenience we will re-write it 

v(T 1 ;T) K(T 1 )dT 1 ( 81) 

T 

A derivation of (26) is p res ented i n A ppendix I. 

The s hape of the characteristic c urve (26) may easily be en -

visioned in the following way. Suppose z, T to be specified. The n by 

permitting T 1 to r ange from T to 7 we trace the subsequent path of 
0 

z 1 The curve will originate at the p oint z . Furthermore , it attempt s 

to imitate the pattern established by the trajector y but suffers a 

modulation given by the 
-i v 

e term. Figure 4 provides a sketch of one 

possible char a cteristic. 

Performing the integration of t h e equation of motion along the 

mathematical characteri~ tic s provides an expr ession for the velocity 

in t e rms of the pressure (more p r ecisel y the complex acceleration 

potential), The integration i s developed in Appendix I and from there 

0 ,.... a 
B(z , T)w(z,T) = f( z ,7) + J ar1 f (z 1 ,T 1 )dT 1 where 

T (27) 
z 1 = z 1 

( T 1
; z , T) and z = 0 ( 1 ) 

The result has a physical interpr e t ati on . The perturbation velocity of 

a field point at a particular instant of time is r elated to the 
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I 
y z plane 

·. 

x' 

Fig . 4 Characteristic curve emanating from z = 0. The curve is 
representative for p ropellers h aving a rotational speed, nR g reater 

than the rectilinear s peed U . 
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instantaneous pressure existing at that point p lus the summation of a ll 

the r etarded pressures relev ant to a particular curve which emanates 

from the point. In this sense the fluid m a y be said to possess a 
I 

memory. In unsteady problems it is intuitively obvious that prev ious 

states of the pressure field must have some bearing on the pres ent 

state of the ve locity field because of the continuous v ortex shedding . 

Equation (2 7) provides a quantitative statement of the influence. 

In finding a solution to the equation of motion we w ill have need 

for a differ ent fo rm of integral to (23 ' ) wherein f is expressed in 

terms of w. This may be obtained by directly integrating the equa-

tion (23'} with respect to z from z =- oo. The result is 

B(z, T)w(z, T) = f(z, T) - SZ -:, w(z, T)dz (28} 

- oo 

In arriving at this r esu lt we have tacitly assumed that in the far field 

(i) the pres sure maintains the hydr ostatic level (f._ 0) . 

(ii) the perturbation ve locity decays sufficiently fast. If the 

flow contains no net source o r vorti c ity then, at most, 

w = 0:1 I I z! 2 
) i n the far field . Consequently, 

B(z, T}w(z, T) tends to zero there , 

The two i ntegr als (27), (28) which we have obtained to the 

e quation of the motion mark some progress toward a full solution . 

What is lacking in the ultimate pur suit, of course , is a knowledge of 

the pressure field throughout the flow and for all time. A similar 
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knowledge of the velocity field would serve equally well via (28) . 

The determination of the complex acceleration potential forms 

the subject of the next section wherein a particular function of time 

arises. From the identity apparent on comparing (27) and (28) we 

define this function of time by 

-1 

iA(T) = s 
-oo 

'T 
Q A 

o'T w(z, T}dz, = j 0~ 1 f(z 1(T 1
; -1, T), T 1 }dT 1 

0 

(29) 

Note that the last integral is evaluated along the characteristic which 

emanates from the leading edge. The significance o f A(T) will be-·. 

come clear when we investigate the leading edge suction . 

. 5 . The Riemann-Hilbert boundary value problem for f. 

We call the domain D + the field of flow and define it to be the 

region bounded by the blade C and the contour at infinity C . When 
00 

C or C is traver sed in the positive direction D + will always be on 
00 

the left hand side. We seek a sectionally holomorphic function f(z) 

of finite degree at infinity. This function satisfies the following 

boundary condition on C and C 
00 

+ -f ( z, T) = G ( z )f ( z, T) + g ( z, T) (30) 

where z is an e l ement of C or C
00

. G(z) and g(z, 7) are given. 

£+ (f-) refers to the v alue of f as z approaches the boundary from 

above (below) in the case of C. The plus -minus notation is not used 

here on the contour at infinity . See Fig . 5. 
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The index of the Riemann-Hilbert problem is defined as 

I 1 
k = Zrri [log G(z )] C + 211i [log G(z )] C 

00 
( 31) 

where the brackets signify the increment of the function inside as a 

result of one complete traversal of the indicated contour in the positive 

direction. For vanishing index there exists only one solution vanishing 

at infinity. (See e.g. Chapter V of reference [ 11] ). This solution takes 

the form 

f(z, 7) (32) 

where H(z) is a homogeneous solution satisfying 

G(£) on c (33} 

In the pas-t few sections we have explicitly developed or made 

feasible certain properties of the complex acceleration potential. 

Among these are: 

(i) f is an analytic function of z = x + iy for all time. 

(ii) f has a discontinuity across the blade. (Take for C the 

Set Z = XE [ -1 , 1 ] ) . 

(iv) f tends to zero at infinity. 

For the present purpose we have need for two more conditions on the 

complex acceleration potential. One is associated with the Kutta-

Zhukovskii condition that the flow finds it impossible to negotiate the 

corner at a sharp trailing edge. We translate this into a condition on 

f. 
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(v) f r emains bounded at the trailing edge . 

The final necessary proposition regarding f concerns its character 

at the leading edge. In the neighborhood of the leading edg e the as -

sumption of small perturbations breaks down since here a stagnation 

point occurs. Hence, the perturbation velocity is of the order of the 

incident flow . Using the Bernoulli equation with the non-linear terms 

present, T. Y. Wu has demonstrated [ 2 ] that in the neighborhood of 

the leading edge f exhibits the same singular behavior as th e per-

turbation velocity. This w ill also be apparent from §8. It is well 

known that w has there a square root s ingularity . Thus: 
1 

(vi) f tends to infinity as [1 / (z+l)fnear the leading edge . 

The func tion g(x, 7) of (32) serves as an intermediary whic h 

·. 

carries the 'b lade input ' to the fluid domain . It is defined here as 

g (x, 7) = f+(z ,7) + f-(z, 7) w ith lxl < 1 and the plus (minus) s ignify -

ingtheapproachof z from above (below ) the blade. F r om (29) , (30) 

we obtain 

g (x,7) = 2i(A(7) t f (x,7}] (jxl < 1} 
1 X 

f
1 

(x, 7 ) = - B(x, 7}v (x, 0 , 7) - S ~ v (x',O , 7}dx 1 

-1 

(34} 

(35) 

Notice that except for a cons tant {more strictl y a func t ion of time) the 

· "input function" is explicitly known . Later, a close look at the leading 

edge will de t e r mine the input which arises fr om this area . 

. Consideration of the homogeneous function H( z } is next i n 

line. B y (34) f+ + f- = g which implies that G(z) = -1 . Correspond

ingly, H+ (x ) = -H- (x ) for I xI < 1. Keeping in mind conditions (v ) 
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and (vi) we choose as a candidate for the homogeneous solution 

( 
z -1 )~ 

H(z) = z+r (36) 

This choice for H is defined with a branch cut from the blade 1 s lead -

ing edge to its trailing edge and tends to unity at infinity. It provides 

the proper singular behavior required of f at the leading edge. In 

addition, the boundedness condition of Kutta-Zhukovskii is suitably 

satisfied, Since · G is a constant the index to the Riemann-Hilbert 

problem is zero. Hence (32) supplies the solution 

1 l 1 

f(z, T) = 1r~ ( ~~i f~S ( i=i)2[ A(-r) + fl(g' -r)] {37) 

-1 

For later use, it is convenient to w rite the solution in a form which 

isolates the singularity contribution of the leading edge . By a simple 

manipulation we can accomplish this 

1 

i ( z -1 
2 

f(z, -r) = iA(-r) - 2 _a(-r) Z+I) + ( 3 7') 

where 

a~-r) = A(-r) + (38) 

6 A simple path of integration. 

In this sect ion we are gui ded by physical intuition to make a 

simplification which renders the subsequent analysis more tractable. 

We propose to approximate the path of integration of (27) so that the 

resulting velocity field remains accurate to leading order. 
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Suppose the motion occurs over a long time interval. The blade 

projects an influence to the field in the form of pressure waves which 

travel at the speed of sound (taken here to be infinite). Equation (27) 

implies that the prevailing velocity at a point is determined by the 

instantaneous pressure at the point together with certain retarded 

pressures . However the most influential retarded pressures must be 

those which occur in the immediate past history. Those further 

removed should occupy a greatly reduced status effecting a negligibly 

small change in the instantaneous state of the fluid. Certainly, if this 

were not so, the problem would appear very difficult indeed. Additional 

support to this line of reasoning is provided by Karman and Sears 

work [ 13] on an airfoil pursuing unsteady motion along a straight line 

t :raj ectory . Ther e they have calculated the induced vorticity distribu

tion along a thin airfoil due to isolated points of wake vorticity placed 

at various distances behind the trailing-edg e . The strength of the 

induced vorticity is quite large when the wake vor t ex is very near the 

trailing-edge but it diminishes in strength rapidly (except near the 

leading-edge where it is infinite). In fact, the strength ·of the induced 

vo rticity re l evant to a point vortex placed at one cho r d length behind 

the trailing-edge is already an order of magnitude smaller than the 

corresponding strength when the point vortex is at (1/40) of the 

chord length behind the trailing - edge. It is useful to recall that it 

is just this tr ailing vorticity which connects the "past events" of the 

flow field with the p-resent state of the fluid , 

M 'athematically this idea suggests that we may to good 
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approximation evaluate 

S a~ f(z', T' )dT' 

'T 

along a sirr;plified path given by 

'T 'T 'T 

z ' = z+(r' -7)tiz (' K('T) dr + i \ \ K('T )d'T dr 
j l l JJ z z l 
'T' 'T' 'T 

1 

z ' = z'('T';z , r) = [z+(r'-r)] [l+O(iK(71 -7 ))] 

Equation (27') very accurately represents (26) near the point (z, 7) up 

to distances of the order of the chord l e ngth . For distances of O(R) 

(27') affords a fair representation . For distances greater than O(R) 

(27 1
) rapidly diverges from the true characteristic . 

Consider the retarded pressures appropriate to a character-

istic originating at an arbitrary f ield point . The question is raised to 

which field point will a characteristic emanate yielding the largest 

retarded pressures? Equation (37') elects the point z = -1. since no-

where else is f so large. If we can show that the ve locity is accurate-

ly obtained to leading order at z = -1 from evaluating 

0 

S a~• f(z','T')dr' of (27) along (27') then the straight line path of in-

7 

tegration should provide an even better approximation at other field 

0 

points. When sa~ f(z' , 'T')d7 1 is evaluatedalongthe linearapproxi -

7 

mation to ,the characteristic, (z' = z + 7 - 7 1 
), and then along a path 
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which provides a better approximation (e. g. along Eq. (27') ), then the 

difference of the two results will be O(K) times the lowest order r esult . 

Hence, since we confine attention only to those trajectories whose maxi -

mum curvature is at mos t 0(1 /R) then the co rrection will be of higher 

order in our attempt t o establish a uniformly valid first order solution. 

Consequently, when the path of integration is along a characteristic we 

can use (27') instead , to a good appr oximation . 

7 . Evaluation of a(T). 

In § 5 the complex ac celerat ion potential was explicitly deter-·. 

mined except for the term a(T). The present sect ion removes this 

shortcoming. 

Define the Laplace transform b y 

"' SOC -S'T a(s) = e a(T)dT (Res > 0) ( 39) 

0 

Subs t itution of (37') into (29) provides an integral e quation for 

a(T) . Taking the Laplace t ransform of. the r e sulting equation and 

evaluating the known transforms [ 12] gives 

1 

;( s ) = 2 \ ~( g • 0 · s ) [ s -( 1 +s )H( s ) J ds ( 4 o) 
:;;:- J ( r -e )1/2 

- 1 
K (s ) 

where H(s) = K (s}tk(s) ; (K
0

,K
1 

are modified Bessel functions of 
0 1 

the second kind). 

The inverse t ransform provides the solution to the integral 

equation . 
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1 1 T 

a(T} = ~ S SV(S, 0, T)ds 

(r -s z >* 
2 s ( 1+£ )* c TI r:t j v(s , 0, T 1 }H(T-T 1 }dT 1dS 

-1 -1 0 

(40'} 
A. '+ioo 

1 s ST...., H(T) = 21ri e H("s )ds (A.'>O) 

A. 1 
- ioo 

Notice that A(T) is known from (38) and (40'). Furthermore, both 

a(T) and A(T) depend on the past history of the motion via the con-

volution integral term, The physical significance of a(T) is develop-

ed in the f ollowing section. ·. 

8. L eading edge suction. 

The singular force can be obtaine d by applying the Blasius 

Theorem with a contour surrounding an E- neighborhood of the lead-

ing edge. The asymptotic form of f as z.,.. -1 is obtained from (37' ). 

Substituting it into (27) gives 

w(z, T) = a(T) + 0[ (z+l )1/Z] 
[ 2(z+l )]liZ 

(z .,.. -1} (42) 

In arriving at (42) an 0(1 / R) contribution in B ( - 1, T) has been neglect

ed, Apply~ng the result to Xs -iYs = i~ S w 2 dz yields the components 

L.E. 

of the s ingular fo r ce directed along the body axis 

y = 0 
s 

(43) 

Notice that X is always negative indicating that the singular force 
s 

is in fact a local thrust. The asterisk denotes the complex conjugate 
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(with respect to j, the imaginary unit of the time plane). The l e ad

ing edge suction is seen to depe nd on the past history of the motion_ 

through a(T) . 
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IV. FORCES, POWER AND ENERGY BALANCE 

1. Forces and moments. 

The resultant force R = X + Y developed by the blade is easily. 

calculated in the body system. Here X= X e 
-l 

and Y = Y e and both 
-z 

X and Y are positive when R resides in the first quadrant. When 

the blade departs from its "mean position" an x-directed force arises 

from the pressure difference ~p = p - p + across the blade. We 

designate this contribution by X where 
p 

1 

xP = - S (~p) * dx 

-1 

(44) 

When ~p and ~~ are positively correlated then Xp is negative and 

corresponds to a local thrust. The total x-component of force is the 

sum of X and the singular force X . 
p s 

The normal force on the blade and the moment about the mid-

chord are 
I 

y =S (~p)dx ' (45) 

-1 

1 

M = S x(~p)dx (46) 

-1 

M is positive in the "nose-down11 sense. Resolving the resultant 

force into components along the inertial axes provides the thrust and 

lift forces 

T = -X cos J.L + Y sinJ.L (4 7) 
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L = X sinJ.I. + Y cos J.L (48) 

When T is positive the force is directed along the negative s-axis and 

is properly termed a thrust. J.L is the angle between ~e x and s 
axes ( = A. + 8). 

' 
The acceleration potential is an odd function across the blade 

and consequently ~p can be e x pressed as 

+ 
~p = 2pi!? {x, 0, t) (lxl < 1) (49) 

and from (37 ' ) and (35) : 

+ ii? {x, 0, t) 

1 1 1 (; 

1 ( 1 -x )
2 1 l ( I -x') ; (" ' t) 

= 2 V(t)a(T) l+x + iT~ 
1

_gz (s -x) 

1 (50) 

F (s , t> 
1 

= -( ~ + v ~} s v{x,o,t)dx = V(t)f(s,T) 
1 1 1 

-1 

For purposes of ob taining more explicit expressions of the 

force and moment we expand h(x, t) in a Fourier cosine series 

2 
h{x , t) = 

f3 (t) 
0 

'IT 

f3 (t)cos ncp n (x=coscp) 

-- 'TT2 j""' 13 (t) h(x, t)cos nq> dq> 
n 

(n = 0,1 , 2, . . . ) 

0 

(51 ) 
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We also introduce another Fourier cosine series related to 

(51) by way of the boundary condition on the blade. 

C() 

[ v(x, 0, t)- u:{t)x] = f b (t) + 6 b (t) cos n cp; (x = cos cp) 
o n=l n 

ir (52) 

b (t) = ~ \ [ v(x, 0, t)- wx] cos n cp dcp 
n ir~ 

(n = 0, 1, 2, ... ) 

To put the force and moment expressions we seek in the 

desired form,use of the following theorem pr.oved by T. Y. Wu [ 1 ] 

is very helpful. . 

Theorem: If the arbitrary functions f(x), g (x) and their derivatives 

f 1 (x), g 1 (x) are continuous in -1 ~ x :5: 1, then 

l l l 1 1 l 

S f I (x)dx L ( 1-x2 ) 2 g (; )dS = s g t (x)dx \ ( 1 -x2 ) 2 f(~ )d~ , 
j l-s2 (s-x) }" 1-s2 (£-x) 

-1 -1 -1 -1 

This theorem can be readily proved by successive integrations by 

parts and by observing the identity 

= 

1 
~ -2 

(1-x") 

The contributions from the Cauchy principal limits S = x-E: and 

S=x+e canceloutas e: -o. 

After a number of straightforward (but cumbersome) calcula-

tions we obtain 
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X=- 1 00 } 
1T • • • • • d 
:!!_£_ (a+b - [3 )(a-b +[3 )+[3 [3 - w[3 - 2Vw[3 + -dt \ [3 (b -b ) T o o 1 1 o 1 2. 1 /...; n n+l n-1 

n=l 
(53) 

(54) 

M = - ~ [v(a+b) + ~ ~ (b - b +w)J 
2 2. 4 dt 1 3 

(55) 

If complex notation is used for the Fourier coeffi cients then the real 

part of each coefficient must be taken. The dot again signifies d~ ·. 

2. Energy. 

• D es ignate by E the rate at which energy is i mparted to the 

fluid in a unit of time. 

The integration is over the entire fluid region. Using the Euler equa-

tion (17) and q•~ = 'V(9:_cll} which follows from it and the divergence 

free nature of q, we convert the volume integral into the following 

surface integral. 

t = S pCI?q. nds (56a) 

s 

n is the unit outward normal to the fluid. The surface S in this 

integral must encompass all of the fluid. Specifically we take the path 

prescribed in Fig. 5 . Observing the following properties · of the 
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integrand of (56a} provides another representation of E. 

(i}s_.~ is continuous across all surfaces. 

(ii} ili is continuous everywhere except acres s the blade. 

(iii} i}i and 9.. are singular at the leading edge and we therefore 

expect a contribution to arise from the integration about 

that point. 

(iv} ili (s_. ~} dS ""0(1 /I z j 2
) in the far field. 

(v) Consider the direction of the normal. 

The result we seek is 

0 

E = 

1 

S v(x,O,t} (l'.p}dx +Xs V 

-1 

(56b} 

Equations (16), (44), (46) can now be used to express (56b) in still 

another form. 

l 

= XV - Mw- ~ ht(l'.p)dx 

-1 

(56 c) 

Thus, the rate at which energy is communi cated to fluid in -unit of 

·time arises from: 

(i) the time rate of working of the resultant forces -R. V = XV 

(ii) t he time rate of working of the moment - M w. This is 

the powe r required so that the blade can pursue its tra-

jectory in the ''mean angular p()sition." 

(iii) the powe r necessary to deviate away from the 11mea~ 
1 

position 11 is supplied by - ~ ht (t.p )dx. Hence, it is the 

-1 
rate of working of the blade a gainst the hydrodynamic 

reaction opposing lateral blade motions. 
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. 
Finally we express E in terms of Fourier coefficients (with the 

understanding that the real part is implied in the case of complex 

coefficients) 

(57) 

3. Power Input 

To find the total power we must reflect upon the energy inputs 

supplied to the propeller to sustain its motion. The rotational 

velocity imparted to the propeller is generated by the application 

of a moment M 1 about the central axis. Another moment is applied 

at the pitching axis of the blade and acts to maintain the " mean p osition'' 

along the flight path. I£, in addition, the blade departs from the 

"mean position, 11 energy must be added to the blade to overcome 

the resulting hydrodynamic reaction. Hence, the total power input 

becomes ' 

p = 

1 

M 1 0 - Mw- S ht(b.p}dx 

-1 

(58 ) 

The applied moinent at the central axis is equal to the resultant force 

on the blade projected along the s1 axis times the distance through 

which it acts . Therefore 

R(X cosA - Y sinA) (59) 

and is positive in the counter-clockwise sense. Combining (56c), 

(58), (59), (4 7) and some geometric relationships gives 
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. 
P = UT + E (58 

1
) 

As expected the total power input is consumed in two ways, 

some in generating useful work U T, while the rest is wasted to the 

fluid. 

4. Longtime approximation of a (T) . 

In this development we are not so concerned with the initial 

motion of the propeller. What is of interest are the circum stances 

which prevail after the propeller has pursued its periodic course for 

a l ong time. Since a (T) is the only function appearing in the force, ·. 

moment, energy, and power expressions which depends on the past 

history of the motion, we devote this section to finding its long 

time periodic behavior .. 

Suppose the motion is prescribed by 

h (x, t) = · [ ia r] Re h1 (x)e 

[ 
i a r 

v(x, 0! t)- W(t)x = Re v1 (x)e ] 

w(t) = ia r 
Re[ Wo + W1 e ] (w0 , W1 constants) 

Combining (40), (60), (52) gives 

,..... 
a (s ) = W (s) bl + (s -ia) 

H(s ) 
(bo + b1 +w1 ) ( . ) s - 1 a 

l 

(60) 

(61) 

H(s) has a logarithmic branch point and in the s -plane we place the cut 

along the negative real axis. The inverse transform gives: 
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-00 .... 
iaT iaT """ . 1 j a(T)=w(t)+b e -(b +b +w )e H(w)- -2 . 

+ - ds (H (s)-H (s) )expT(s-ia) ( , } 
1 0 1 1 iTl s -lQ' 

0 

( 61') 

Notice that (61') is still exact. Take 8 = aT. Using a Tauberian 

theorem (s -+ 0+ corresponds with T -+ oo) and applying Watson's 

lemma to approximate the integral provides the longtime periodic 

form 

a(t) = w(t)+b1 (t)-®(a) [bo(t)+bl(t)+w1(t)] (l + O(l/T2
) ) ; (T-oo) 

where ®(a) = 91 (a) + i ®2 (a) - H (ia) is the The odors en function 

whose asymptotic expansion for small a appears next. 

' rra a ( rr
2 

;a 2 ) a a ®1 (a),...._ 1 - 2 +a 4 -log .:yci" +O(a log a) 

·. 

(62) 
2 3 3 

®2 (a)~-a(l-;ra)log- t O(a log a); (y = l. 78 1. .. ) ya 

5 . Limiting cases of the motion; Time averaged results 

We denote by Case I the high speed made of propulsion where-. 

i n U >> 0 Rand by Case II the opposite extreme of 0 R >> U . Table 

I presents a collection of some limiting forms assumed by certain 

geometrical and dynamical quantities belonging to these cases . 



Case I (E: = S&R << 1) u 
'f ~ Ut 

(1' = 0/U << 1 /R 

V(t) ~ U+OR cos 8 

w(t) ~ 
rfR 

cos 8 u 

Wo = 0 

wl = 
02 R 
u 

K (t) ~ 
E:a 

cos 8 
R 

A (t} """ -8 + e: sin 8 

~(t) ~ E: sin 8 

L """ ( OUR ) X sin 8 + Y 

.O R)Y . 8 T ~ -X + (--u- s1n 
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TABLE I 
Case II (o 

'f """ 0 Rt 

a = 1 /R << 1 

= __u_ << 1) 
OR 

V(t) """' 0 R + U cos 8 

u 
w(t) ~ o - R cos 8 

Wd = 

K (t) ~ 

A (t) :::.. 

~(t) ~ 

L ~ 

1 
R 

u 
R 

- 0 

26 
R 

sine 

8 - o sin 

cos e 

e 

X sin B + Y cos 8 

T ~ -X cos 8 + Y sin 8 

An important part of the investigation centers around the 

steady components of the thrust, energy, and powe r. In the r emainder 

of this sectior. we present these steady components for Cases I, II. 

Consider firs t the functions b(~ t), c(~, t) · which we a.ssume 

have expansions of the form 

. t 
b(x, t) = Re( l: b (x)eJ wn ) 

- . n n-

The time average of the product be is 

. t 
c(x, t) = Re(I: c (x)eJ Wn) 

- n n-
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T 

be = Limit~ S b(~,t)c(~,t)dt =Ref(~ bn(~)cn(~)) 
T-ee 

(63) 

0 

Notice that the steady components pertaining to different frequencies 

are not coupled. Applying the averaging formula to the expressions 

for thrust and energy and consulting table I for the appropriate 

limiting expressions yields for Case I 

. 
E = '!Tn * * * 4 U Re [ (a l-b0 ) (b1 -a + w ) ] 

while the average thrust and energy for Case II are 

T= T Re{0[-20R (31 +~1 .. b1+b0 -~0 +Z(a-O)} + 2i0R(a-w-~) + 

- i(b0 - b:a)} 

-. 
E = :!!.e. { * * * u :l 

4 OR Re (a-0+b0 )(b1 -a +w ) + R(b1 -a+WJ 

P is readily obtained from (58
1

) • 

(64) 

(65) 

(66) 

(67) 
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V. OPTIMIZATION 

I. Specification of the blade motion. 

For engineering purposes it is sufficient to restrict the blade 

motion to that of pitching oscillations about the mid -chord. Hence 

we set y = 131 (t)x. The propeller motion is periodic and consequently 

we take 131 (t) to be 

l31(t) = Re[m e xpj(9+n)} (68) 

where the real constants m , n specify t h e amplitude and phase of the 

pitching relative to the ' 'mean position'' and are the parameters at 

our discretion to effect an "optimal" blade motion. Note that the 

pitching period 2-rr/0 is the same as the trajectory peri od. 

From (68) and t h e kinematic boundary condition on the blade 

we ob tain . 

b0 (t) = 2V Re[l31 (t)] 

b1 (t ) = Re[~dt) ] 

while all other b coefficients identically vanish. The thrust and 
' n 

energy expressions (6 4 ) -(67) simp lify to 

T = '!!f- Re {C20R(a-2b1 )i] +[(a+b0 )a* - b0 w*J} 

.. 
E = "~eo lbo+b1 +w1 1"[1 + o(~log3 if)] 

T = :![-- Re [ [20 R(a-0 -2b1 )i] + [2(a-O)O]} 

(64 
1

) 

(6 s') 

(66 ') 

(6 7
1

) 
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The first t e rm in square brackets in (64') and (66 ') is the Y -force 

c ontribution. Notice tha t they are essentially i denti cal in form. In 

(66 ') the X-force contribution (appearing in the second brackets ) i s 

due solely to the singular force whe reas in (64 " ) both the suction 

force and the pressure comp<iment in the x -dire ction appear. Observe 

. 
vanishes, t h e n so does E . Another notable 

featu re of the e quations (64') -(67 ') is that only the time harmonic 

components associated with l31 (t) and w(t) (i.e . b0 , b1 , w1 ) survive 

the ave raging proces s . . This fact enables us to interpret the blade 

motion as an "effective" heaving and pitching. ·. 

2 . The effective harmonic blade motion. 

We know that b0 and b1 depend direct ly on 131 (the precise 

d epe ndence issuing from the kinemati c exp res s ion ht + V hx). Suppose 

we consider the harmonic part of w(t) as having a similar origin. We 

seek the harmonic blade motion y = h1 (x, t) which will generate the 

normal velocity w1 (t) x. H ence, h1 (x, t) m ust b e the particular solu-

tion of 

( :t + v a: ) hl (x, t) = wl (t )x 

The particular solution we obtain is unique upon ruling out the solutions 

which satisfy the h omogeneous equation. The total harmonic blade 

motion ho (x, t ) = h(x, t) + h 1 (x, t) becomes 

(69) 
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where So I sl I S:a are real constants given by 

( 2R Case I 

= 0 Lu 
0 Case II 

sl = m cos n 

(lll 

S:a = m sin n - 0 

m s in n- E: 

0

{ msinn+O 

(70a) 

(70b) 

Case I 

(70c) 
Case II 

Equation (69) is an inte resting representation o f the harmonic motion 

of the blade for it demonstrates that an effective heaving motion 

prevails w ith a constant amplitude of i So together with an effective 

pitching about X = 0. The pitching a mplitude I sl + j S:a I is variable 

-1 I via m and n as is the pitching phas e a ngle tg (S2 s1 ) . 

. 
3 . Non - trivial blade motion with vanishing E 1 T and P 

We now c onsider the quantity (b0 + b1 + w1 ) which has some 

importance in the optimization. It is c onvenient to express it in 

terms of So 1 S1 I S:a 1 namely . 

where 
r = 2V 

0 

2U 

0 { -: 

Case I 

Case II 

.... ,.. 
When bo +~ + w1 = o then we term s1 = S1 and s:a = s:a critical 

values where 

(71) 

(72) 
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- E: a 
(Case I) 

-So 

~{ 
2R 

s1 = 
(1+r 2

) 
0 

2R (Case II) 
(73a) 

,., - r So ~{ - € (Case I) 
Sa = 

(1 +r 2
) 0 (Case II) 

(73b) 

D efine n ew quantities Co, C1, Ca by 

Co = So I (1 +r 2
) (74a) 

,. 

'l = s1 - S1. Ca = Sa 
0. 

- Sa (74b) 

Since the effecti ve heaving is fixed Co is a cons t a n t whereas Ci (Ca) 

mea sures the depa r ture of s1 (sa) from the cri t i cal value gl (~a). 
S u bstituting (74) into (7 1 ) y i elds 

(7 1') 

a n d n ote that with the change of variable Co doe s not a ppear. In 

fa ct (74) was designed to accomp lish this feat ure . It is instructive 

1ro 0
2

V a . ~ ][ 1 a J] T :: 4 -u (l +r } L[~ 0 C1 +r(; 0 Ca 1+0 (-r log r ). (64" ) 

E = TOaV( l +r
2
)[; (C1

2
+Ca

2
)][1+0(! log

2
r )J . (65") 

- :.E£_ 0
2

V a[ a ][ 1 a J T = 4 -u (l +r ) Co +CoCz l+O(r log r) (66") 

E = !f oa v (1 +ra) [ ~ (C12 +Caa )+ Co ;a - Co C1 J 

(61' ) 
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We see that when C1 = Ca = 0 (that is, e. g. 
'IT 

n = 2 and m = w1 / D. ) 

then the mean energy loss identically vanishes as does the average 

thrust (64" )· The mean thrust for Case II (when ( 1 = (2 = 0) is seen 

to be negative sinc e T......, - ( 0
2 which implies that energy is extracted 

from the fluid. However, since Co << 1 we may essentially treat T 

as a vanishingly small quantity. Thus when S1 , S2 assume crit ical 

values (€1 , ~.a) we observe that the mean ene r gy loss, thrust and 

power all vanish corresponding to no vortex shedding at the trailing 

· edge. The instantaneous values of E, T, p are then due solel y to vir-

tua l mass contributions. This property has been observed earlier 
·. 

by Wu [ 2 ]. 

4. The optimal problem. 

. 
The average useful work U T, rate of energy loss E and 

powe r input P is conveniently expressed in coefficient fo rm by 

dividing each quantity by T D.2 V(l +r 2 ).t. From (64") - (65") for 

Case l 

(75) 

C,... :! (Co C: + r Co C2) = m Co .(cos n + r sin n ) (76) ... 

From (66)" - (67/' for Case II 

(77) 

(7 8) 
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whereas the power input coefficient is obtained from the conservation 

of energy expression ~ = CE + CT . 

From (76) we ob~erve that the maximum CT is approximately 

(r ~ m) corresponding to n == rr/2. This result indicates that a large 
0 

m is desirable but not so large that the linearization requirement 

m << 1 is violated. CT vanishes for n in the second quadrant near 

'IT and subs e quently becomes negative for larger phase angles. 

Simi lar remarks apply to (7~). The presence of the multiplicative 

factor 'IT/r in (75 ), (77) renders the energy loss a small quantity 

for all phase angles provided m << 1 is not violated, which appears .. 

eminently reasonable. 

The optimization problem is stated as follows . We seek the · 

pitching motion within the class of functions (68) which will minimize 

the energy loss CE under the side condition of specified useful work 

(or thrust), say, 

while holding U, 0, R, t fixed. 

We introduce a function C 1 and the Lagrange multiplier I by 

(7 9) 

and perform the optimization proce dure on C 1 • The three unknowns 

m, n , r can be obtained from the equations 

a 0 - cl = om (80a) 

a c1 0 on = (80b) 
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(80c ) 

Equations (75), (76), (79), and (80) provide for Case I the following 

optimal values of m , n: 

( 81 ) 

( 
1i E ) 

n = 2 - 2R (82) 

In (81) C = E z is incompatible with the singular situation pointed out 

in sections 1, 3 and consequently we avoid it by specifying C > E z • 

1 
For C = 3 E say, then T · = O(UnR) >> 1. 

max 

The minimum CE for fixed CT obtainable under the con

str~ined optimization for this case is 

( 83) 

Similarly equations (77), (78), (79), and (80) provide the fol-

lowing optimal values for Case II. 

m= c << 1 
0 

n = rr/2 

{ c > oz ) 

Again the thrust can be quite large since Tmax = O(rfRZ) >> 1. 

(84) 

(85} 

(86) 

( 8 7) 

The optimal results presented above for the two ,cases displays 

a remarkable resemblance. The reason for this is that the useful 
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work developed in both the high and low speed propulsion modes re-

sults primarily f rom the local lift force on the blade . 

5. Development of thrus't. 

The optimal blade motion is given by y = -x(m sin 8) from 

which it is possible to trace the blade attitude in time. See figures 

(6a, b) . 

The ratio of the stea~y X to Y force contributions in the thrust 

expression (64 1
) (under optimal conditions) is rr~ while the corre

-log(2R/"y) 
spending ratio of terms of (66 1

) is These ratio s , being .. 
Rz 

both negative, imply that the steady X contribution is an inertial drag. 

The smallness of the r atio s clearly indicates that the principle thrust 

contribution is derived from projecting the local l ift force along the 

; -axis. 

To leading order the optimal instantaneous Y force (from (54) ) 

is 

Y::: 2rrpV2 msin 8 (88) 

and is positive for 0 < 8 < rr and negative for rr < 8 < 2rr. The direction 

of this force is displayed in figures (6a and b) where it is observed to 

act in a thrust producing capaci ty. 

6. Efficiency. 

The hydromechanic efficiency is defined as the ratio of the 

average useful work to the average total power input 

UT 1 ( 89) Tj = = p . 
1 +~ 

UT 



Fig. (6. a) Schematic repre·sentation of blade attitude and local lift 
force , in the high speed propulsion mode. 

Fig. (6 .b) Schematic rep res entation of b lade attitude and local l ift 
force in the low speed :propu lsion mode. 

·. 
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We comment again that the energy loss always remains a small 

quantity because the amplitude of blade motion is restricted to small 

values . Hence the efficiency is largely governed by how we u tilize 

the local lift force . Under optimum conditions the maximum effi-

ciency is nearly unity for both Cases I and II. From equations (82), 

(83), (86), (87), and (8.9) we obtain: 

(Case I): 1T (c 
'l'fmax ::::: 1 - 2R E' + Ze) (90) 

Case II): 1 - 1T (_f 
'11 max::::: 2R 62. 

- 1) , (6 > c > 62 
) (91) 

If we "push11 the theory by permitting C = e (equivalent to m finite) 

we see that '11 for Case I is 
max 

still near unity whereas C = 6 for 

Case II gives ·1'1 ::::: ( I n ) . 
max 1+ !.._ 

2U 

Here we observe a substantial loss in 

efficiency when n and U are of the same order. Consequently for 

Case II high efficiencies seem improbable for C = 6 (unless U >> n ). 

· 7 . Mul tiple Blades. 

The performance features of a cycloidal propeller can be im-

proved by increasing the number of blades. In figures (6a, b) we note 

that the instantaneous thrust force is greatly diminished at certain 

points of the flight path (e .g. at the peaks and troughs of f igure (6a) ) 

compared with its magnitude ne a r the points where the s-axis inter-

sects the trajectory. This situation leads to a surging motion and 

indicates that a single - bladed cycloidal propeller is unbalanced . A 

further manifestation of the imbalance of a single-bladed propeller is 
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the yawing motion which arises since the local lift force changes its 

direction during every half cycle of operation. The yawing motion can 

be substantially reduced by incorporating an additional blade 180° out 

of phase from the reference blade but such a blade arrangement would 

amplify the sur~ing tendency. Clearly both surging and yawing motions 

can be considerably reduced by a four -bladed configuration each one 

90° out of phase f rom the preceding blade . 

·. 
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VI. · SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

In this work we have developed a hydromechanical theory for 

cycloidal propellers. Two limiting cases of propeller operation have 

been considered, namely, the high speed propulsion mode of Case I . 

wherein U » n R and the low speed propulsion mode where r2R » U . . 

The high and low speed designations refer to the speed of advance of 

the propeller U, and do not necessarily imply tha.t the blade speed 

V is greater in one case than in the other. It is assumed, how ever, 

that the characteristic Reynolds number based on the blade speed and 

the chord length is always large. This assumption excludes from 

consideration the case when the flight path is a common cycloid (or 

trajectories which are slight variations away from the common 

cycloid) since at certain stretches along such trajectories the blade 

speed can become very small indeed. 

The investigation centers around the unsteady motions of a 

single thin blade which executes ''small departures" from its 11mean 

angular position''. A blade oc cupies such a position when its chord is 

tangential to the flight path at its spanwise blade axis . The "small 

departures " we refer to may strictly be any blade motions wherein a 

linearized theory remains valid but specifically we consider only 

pitching motion about the mid- chord. 

As we have mentioned earlier in the text, the quantitative 

results can be extrapolated. to multi -bladed propellers provided the 

number of blades is limited to the extent that the mutual interference 

between the blades is not large. The interference nature of additional 



blades may not always be adverse [15] and the investigation of this 

phenomenon using some of the ideas presented herein would provide 

a useful extension of this work. Such work would .have particular 

relevance to the cycloidal propeller pursuing a prolate cycloidal 

flight path since ther e , each blade can operate in close proximity 

' to a vortex sheet shed by another blade. 

Three coordinate systems have been introduced in the study 

of this problem, namely, the fixed inertial system, the blade s y stem 

(with its origin fixed to the central axis of the propeller), and the 

body system (with its origin fixed to the spanwise blade axis and with 

the x-axis tangential to the flight path}. We use each of these systems 

at various stages of the development. The body s y stem as we have 

defined it is particularly .useful when dealing with hydromechanical prob-

lems involving small perturbations coupled with large amplitude motion. 

Another formulation of the problem at hand might employ a 

coordinate system which has one axis fixed to the blade for all time. · 

The analysis would be more complicated in such a frame of refer-

ence and when the blade executes only small perturbations its use is 

really not warranted. However, it is a natural vehicle for investiga -

ting larger departures from the "mean angular position" than are 

considered in this paper and there is much interest in this important 

problem. ·- Clearly with such a coordina~e syst~m the situation in

volving the issuing of vorticity at the trailing-edge could b e accounted 

for more accurately since it would then be unnecessary to neglect the 

small wavy motion of the approach which in fact is superposed on the 
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trajectory. 

The hydrodynamical aspects of the problem commence with 

the momentum equation (Euler 1 s equation). w ritten in terms of the 

absolute velocit y and pressure and with the variation of these dynam

ical quantities measured in the body frame of r eference. This equa

tion wherein fluid acce~erations are balanced with pressure gradients 

i s· integrated along the mathematical characteristics to provide an 

explicit r e l ationship for the complex absolute velocity w(z, 7) in _ 

terms of the complex acceleration potential f(z, 7) . The result is 

derived and then simplified in Appendix I to y ield a representation which · 

is valid in the neighborhooc;l of the blade, z = 0(1 ). The simplified 

form is used only to define the function of time, A('T), of Eq. (29) 

which characterizes the time dependence of the leading-edge suction 

force. , An approximation of a diffe r ent nature is introduced to obtain 

an explicit relationship for A(TL and the function a(TL r e lated to it 

through Eq. (38 ). This approximation concerns the replacement of 

the true characteristic by a curve whi ch accurately r epresents it 

only over its initial stretch for distances of 0(1 ). Thereafter the 

two curves diverge . (We are essentially altering the path of in

tegration i n the integral equation for the determination of a( 'T) ). 

However, the divergence of the curves occurs in a region where the 

effects of the past motion are small comparee]. ·with the effects 

pertinent to the initial segment of the curve. Hence, the leading 

order term of a('T) should. be accurate. Physically this approxima

tion appears to be reasonable since the prime influence on the 
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velocity at a point must b e strongly dependent on those r etarde d 

pressures occurring in the immediate neighborhood of the point 

while those which are further removed in time and space must con-

.tribute in a diminished capacity. The idea is nicely demonstrated 

mathematically by von Karman and Sears [13 ] . In developing a 

higher order theory or particularly in those cases when the curvature 

of th~ trajectory is not so small., this approximation will not be 

adequate. 

If the velocity field is desired i t can be c alculated (once the 

complex acceleration potential is known) from Eq . ( 9. A ). The 

determination of the complex acceleration potential involves solv ing 

a straightforward Riemann-Hilbert boundary value problem, 

Explicit expressions for the force and mcnnent are obtained 

in Fourier coefficient form . These expressions become quite com-

pact when the time averaging formula is applied to them, especially 

in the case when the blade motion is restricted to pitching only. In 

this latter form only the Fourier coefficients !3 , b , b and the 
1 0 i 

angular velocity term w surviv~ the averaging process. 

Analytical expressions ar e developed for the total powe r in-

put by considering the energy requirements necessary to sustain the 

propeller motion. Energy is supplied at the central axis in the form 

of a torque M which imparts a rotational velocity to the blades. 
1 

Additional energy is. given to the blades at their spanwise pitching 

axis and this energy provides . the power for the blades' to pursue the 

flight path in the "mean angular position11 and further, to execute the 
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small perturbations which are superposed on the "mean angular 

position": The torque at the central axis M 
1 

is of course r e lated 

to the hydrodynamic forces produced by the motion of the blades. 

Using this information together w ith some geometrical identities 

enables us to write the total power input in the form of an energy 
. 

balance equation P = UT + E and this equation expresses that in this 

inviscid mo?el , part of the power input goes into producing useful 

work UT while the remainder represents a lost component which 

goes into maintaining the system of vortices in the wake. 

In the optimal problem the energy loss is to be made as small 

as possible under the constraint of specified mean thrust, .cT > 0 . 

Effectiv~ heaving and pitching motion variables ·. arc introduced into 

the thrust and energy coefficients and in t e rms of these variables a 

singular situ_atl.on is easily recognized which corresponds to a non-

trivial blade motion having zero mean power input, thrust and energy 

loss. This sitt.+ation implies that the circulation about the blade re-

mains constant and hence, non-zero instantaneous forces and moments 

are attributed to virtual mass contributions alone. 

The solution to the optimal problem provides the pitching 

motion of the blade as so cia ted with the least energy loss while main-

taining a sp~cified mean thrust . The blade optimally operates at 

angles of attack where the local lift component lies inclined so as to 

always contribute to the useful work developed by the propeller . 

Th~ hydromechanical efficiency, defined as the ratio of use

ful work to total power input, can be impressively high for the 
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cycloidal propeller under optimum conditions. However, th~ high 

efficiencies found in the present theory are overly optimistic and 

lower values would be otained in a theory which acco;mts for three 

dimensionality, blade interaction and the wake -crossing effect. 

In Fig. 7 Mueller [14] displays some efficiency versus load co-

efficient curves which supply an indication of the potential of the 

cycloidal propeller as compared with a conventional screw propel

ler . The sinusoidal blade motion appears in an unfavorable light in 

this figure but apparently this is due to blade stalling, a situation 

which is avoided in the optimum blade setting. ·. ·" 

We have mentioned earlier that the single bladed cycloidal 

propeller suffers an imbalance in' the sense that surging and pitch-

ing motions are produced even though the b'lade delivers a specified 

mean thrust over one period of operation. The imbalance can be 

greatly reduc~d by a four-bladed configuration with each blade 90° 

. . out of phase from the preceding one but this is not to imply that a 

different blade configuration would have less merit. . . 
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APPENDIX I 

1. Integration of the Characteristic Equation 

where 

The Euler equation can be written as 

B ( z, •r) ~; + ~~ - i 
of 

K (T)w = az 

B(z, T) = 1 - i K(T)z 

(1. A) 

(2. A) 

The mathematical characteristics of (1 .. A) are obtained upon 

integrating 

dz 
dT 

= B (z, T) (3. A) 

and this equation is amenab1~ to integration when it is rewritten in the 

form 

where 

d [zeiv(T;O)] 
dT = e 

iv(T;O) 

T 

V (T; T 
1

) = V {T; 0) - V (T 
1

; 0) = ~ K (T )d T 

T I 

Performing the integration of (3. A') between the limits T and T 1 

yields 
'i 

~I e
iV(T ; T 

1
) . 

1 i \) (T; T 
1

) -
z = ze dr ,. 

If we write the trajectory equation as a com plex function 

(3. A I) 

(4. A) 

(5. A) 

z = z (T"';T) = x (T
1
;T) + i y (T

1
;T) where (6) and (7) are expressed in 

0 0 0 

terms of the variables T, T ', then 
,. 

zo(T';T) = s e iV(Tl;T)d Tl 

T ' · 

(6. A) 
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Substituting (6. A) into (5. A) yields the following convenient form for 

the characteristics, 

I I ( I ) z = Z T ; z, T 
i V (T ;T 

1
) = e [z - z (T

1
;r)] 

0 

2 . Integration of the Eule r equation along the charact e risti c s. 

Along the characte ristics {1 . A) ·can be written as 

dw - i K (T )w = 
dT 

a£ 
az 

(7. A) 

(8. A) 

and this equation possesses an integrating factor which enables us 

to rewrite it as 

d [ .:.i v( T; T 1 
)] 

crT we = 
e -i \! (T; T ') (df - ~ ) · 

·dr · ar <8 : A') 
B (z, 'T') 

Note that the op e rator identity ( :T - a~) =· B a: has been used. If 

we integrate (8. A 
1

) along the characte ristic s from T to T ', we have 

(upon integrating the first t e rm on the right ·hand side by parts and 

assunring zero initial conditions): 

B(z, r)w(z, T) -f(z, r) 

T . ( I ) 
· I I • I I -1 \) 'i 'T = . B ( ) \ f (z , T )K (r ) z e ' d , 

1 z, ,. J ,. 
1 B:a(z 1

,T
1

) ,. 
'f . ( I ) 

~ 
!:If -1\! 'i;'i 

·u 1 ( e 1 
B(z,r) - (z,TJ dr 

I · I I 
,. I aT . B (z , ,. ) 

(9. A) 

where z 
1 
is given in (7 . A). When f is known everywhere in the field 

of flow then (9. A) should 'be employed to give the corresponding 

velocity field. However, ·for purposes of c'alculating the instantaneous 
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I 

forces on the blade we need not use the elaborate expression (9. A) 

.which is valid everywhere. Instead, we use ·a simplified form which 

is_ uniformly valid when z "'"'0(1) (i. e. in the neighborhood of the 

blade). The desired form is most easily found by going back to the 

differential equation (1. A). Note that along a characteristic 

. 
d 

d'T" (Bw) = 
Kz J } . (1 o .. A) 

K(l-iKz) 

For z """0 (1) then the. term 
Kz 

k(l-iKz) = 0 (e: /R) for 
OR 

Case I (e: = - <<1) . . u 
and 0 (o /R) for Case II (o = _Q_ << 1) . 

· OR 
I 'th K z 
n e1 er case K(l-iKz) is 

·. 
negligible compared with unity and (1. A) when integrated along. the 

cparacteristics gives 

B { z , T)v.,r ( z , ·T ) - f ( z , T ) 

I I 

\ . of(z ,'T" ) 

j I 0 'f I 

'T" 

(11. A) 
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